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Conclusion

Method
Phase 1 (Figure 1)
- We make the following assumption for navigation 
scenario: Distribution of queries will be independent of 
referral webpage i.e. P(Q=q|w) = P(Q=q). 
- We calculate deviation from this behavior using pearson 
residuals. (w,q) tuples with e

ij
 > δ are missing content 

tuples.

Experiments & Results

Figure 1: Steps in Phase 1

Figure 2: Classification of significant tuples in phase 2

Phase 3: Rectifying issues:

- Missing content on page: Leverage click-through 
data to infer which search result link was satisfactory 
to user. Use content / link to the inferred webpage(s)
- Missing content on site: Topics for author to write 
about
- Unsatisfactorily present content: Leverage click-
through data as described earlier

Phase 2 (Figure 2)

Consider following two measures for a tuple (w*,q*)
1. page se score (w*, q* ): Relevance score of page w* 
for query q*, as provided by the site search engine
2. best match score (q* , W ): The score of the best 
matching page in W for q  , again provided by the site ∗
search engine 

Table 5:  Examples from various classes for Adobe dataset

Table 4: Results on Adobe dataset: Distribution of 
missing content tuples after classification

Can simple sorting by query counts be used instead ?

- Pearson’s rank correlation coefficient (r) between the vectors of counts and residual values over all tuples was 
found to be very close to zero (−0.035). 
- Kendall rank correlation coefficient τ between the ranked lists when (w, q) tuples are ordered by frequency and 
residual value, was found to be −4.65 × 10−9 . 
This indicates almost no correlation between counts and residuals. 

Problem Statement

Data

Following data sources are needed for the system:
- Query logs
- Website content
- Click-through data

Table 3: Parameter tuning

We have formulated a practical and novel 
research problem. Our method is light weight and 
builds on query logs, which are often readily 
available.

Closest prior work is of Yom-Tov et al. [1], who try 
to predict query difficulty. However, they work with 
a collection of documents rather that an 
enterprises setting.
 
Future Directions:
Evaluation in a deployed scenario
There is lot of image data in modern websites - 
that has not been considered.
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Challenges: 
- Disambiguating missing content scenario 
from navigational scenario. Naively using 
query counts will give misleading results
- Coming up with methods to help in 
rectification of missing content issues.

Site search box usage scenarios:
- Scenario A: I want to navigate to page 
about ‘X’. Navigating through menus and 
options is a pain. Let me use site search 
box.
- Scenario B: I expected info about ‘X’ on 
this page. It’s not there. Let me use site 
search box. ~ Missing content

Background:
- Scope for (semi-) automatic 
maintenance of content on web-pages 
by inferring user requirements
- Ubiquity of site search box on 
enterprise websites

Table 1: Percentage count of few queries for 
referral webpage: http://www.adobe.com/ 

products/illustrator.html

Table 2: Description of adobe dataset 

Notation:
A query q issued from referral webpage w 
is represented through tuple (w,q). The 
website i.e. the collection of webpages is 
represented by W
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